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There are several ways of studying visual attention, in addition to research conducted in the DRiVE lab. This section contains articles from basic research studies conducted with or by Dr. Lana Trick.

Boldfaced names indicate student collaborators.
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MIT Press Book Website.
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**Abstracts**


Vallis was primary supervisor of RJ Reed-Jones and Trick supervised JG Reed-Jones contribution.
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Filio, D., Oliver, M., Dony, L., Gonzalez, D. (2017). Head mounted displays versus wrap around screens: The effect of display modality on driver response to unexpected pedestrian crossings during simulated driving. Accepted for publication and presentation consideration to Driving Assessment 2017, Manchester Village, Vermont, June 2017. *(D. Filio won one of two Honorable Mention Awards for the Honda Outstanding Student Award)*
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time of young and older drivers. Poster presented at SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers). Detroit, Michigan.
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